
R. Sleigh Harmonica 
Tool Kit Guide - the easier 
way to start  tuning and 
gapping reeds!



Congratulations! You now own some of the most useful harmonica tools available! 
The draw scraper and the reed lifter/reed wrench are the result of years of testing 
and development and will save you a lot of time and trouble once you learn how to 
use them.

Contents of this tool kit: (may vary depending on what version of tool kit you have)

1. Draw scraper - The draw scraper is made of tempered high carbon steel, ground and carefully 
sharpened to a razor sharp edge and set in a pin vise handle. Used for tuning and de-burring 
reeds.
2. Reed support/wrenches - made from .018 tool steel, with one end end shaped for slipping un-
derneath reeds to support filing, scraping, re-curving, and other actions. 
3. Paper clip- follow instructions to create reed lifter - for pushing reeds through slots so you can 
slip the reed support under the reed for tuning with scraper or file.
4. Long thin shim stock pieces - for supporting reeds setting the curve
5. 2 shop cloths - one for your lap, one for the work surface. This gives you two chances to catch 
a screw or other small part before it bounces away. 
6. 3 square files - one medium quality (large) one high quality swiss - for tuning reeds
7. 4 in 1 screwdriver
8. Instructions with drawings - what you are looking at right now!

The instructions show you how to use these tools for doing basic tuning and adjusting of har-
monicas for improved response. 

If you have questions on how to use the tools or want more information, please contact:

Richard Sleigh
160 Perks Street
Philipsburg PA 16866
USA
rharp@uplink.net

You are entitled to a free phone support session if you bought this tool kit, and 
I will also answer email questions.

mailto:rharp@uplink.net
mailto:rharp@uplink.net


 SPECIAL OFFER: Send me an email with “Tuning Chapter” in the subject line 
and I will email you a PDF of a chapter from my book “Turbocharge Your Har-
monica” on the theory behind tuning systems for the harmonica

I teach harmonica technology at my shop, and I also can arrange other options if you want to 
study with me. Contact me for details

Three simple ways to avoid problems with your harmonicas:

1. Store your harmonicas where they can get some air circulation. Letting the moisture from 
playing evaporate will prevent all sorts of problems. Brass reeds will corrode and can get 
really nasty as well as out of tune and weakened. Don’t store the harps in the plastic 
boxes – at least open them up. Find a way that makes it easy to open your gig bag & let 
the harps air out. I have seen many a good harmonica destroyed from being stored with 
trapped moisture inside of it. 

2. Try out tuning and adjusting on harmonicas you can afford to break. Build up your confi-
dence before taking on your other harps.

3. When you take a harmonica apart, notice how tight the screws are, how much effort it 
takes to start the turn. Screws should be about a quarter turn past the point of initial resis-
tance. Screws that are too tight will warp and distort the reed plates, cave in the comb and 
cause leaks and other problems.

Formula for General Purpose Tuning and adjusting of 
Harmonicas:

1. Check and adjust  the curve and offset of reeds before tuning the harmonica. Be 
sure to plink the reeds several times each and play the harmonica from one end to 
the other. This process usually causes the pitches of the reeds to change pitch, so a 
little extra care now can save you retuning later. Plinking the reeds also can help to 
identify any reeds that need to be replaced - they will drop in pitch or break off. 

2. Calibrate your tuner. When you look at your tuner, you will have lights or a nee-
dle that points to 0, indicating the pitch you are aiming for. Calibrating your tuner 
decides the standard for where this zero goes. Most instruments are tuned to the 
standard A 440. This means that an A note vibrates at 440 cycles per second. You 
must have a tuner that allows you to calibrate it (or change the standard, in other 



3. Always warm up the harmonica before tuning. If the harmonica is lower in tem-
perature than the warm moist air that you blow into it, you will end up with water 
condensation weighting down the reeds and throwing off the pitch readings. A 
small hair dryer (that does not smell like a beauty shop) is excellent for this pur-
pose with one huge exception: DO NOT USE A HAIRDRYER ON A HARMON-
ICA WITH WIND SAVER VALVES – the little plastic flaps that you see on chro-
matic harmonicas are called windsavers & the heat from a hairdryer will destroy 
them. They are also found on Auto Valve and other harmonicas. Check if you are 
not sure. Other ways to warm up a harmonica include putting it in your pocket or 
using a back warmer pad, or simply holding it in your hands for a while.

 4.  Tune the thirds a little flat. The thirds on a 10 whole diatonic harmonica are: 
Blow notes – holes 2, 5, &8 Draw notes – 3 & 7. Just getting these notes a little bit 
flat of pitch will make a big difference - if the other notes are on pitch. This one 
step will go a long way towards creating the smooth chords that most people prefer 
from a harmonica. 

5. Go over all reeds once quickly before really fine tuning the harp. If a reed drops 
pitch noticeably after you tune it, it almost always means that it has a small crack 
in it and is close to breaking. You will need to replace the reed or reed plate. It is 
better to find this out before you put a lot more time into tuning the other reeds.

6. Go back and forth between checking single reeds and then playing chords or oc-
taves or other combinations of notes that you use in your playing. If you are patient 
and attentive, you will learn a lot about which notes need to be slightly sharp or flat 
to sound right. The main thing is to check to see if it sounds right when you play it 
the way you normally would.  Tuning is an art and a science, so more than one way 
of checking the harp will increase the odds that you end up with good results.

7. When tuning harps, take short breaks to relax, drop your shoulders, loosen up, 
and break the spell. This will go a long way towards preventing tension. When I 
get filled with tension, I always go more unconscious and play harder and harder 
and end up with harmonicas that are sharp in pitch when played normally.

The above formula will work for most situations. 

If you play mostly melodies and want to be in tune playing in other keys on one 
harmonica, tune your notes so they all read zero on your tuner - this is called Equal 
Temperament. 



If you want the chords to be a smooth as possible and to have the same tuning style 
of the old pre war Marine Band harmonicas, follow the color coded formula on the 
pages with the harmonica note charts. This system is called Just Intonation. 



Checking the Curve and offset of a reed 

1. Push the reed down into the slot and watch closely to see what part of the reed goes into 
the slot first. Push in the middle of the reed, and then try between the middle and the tip of 
the reed.. Look at reeds that work well and reeds that work poorly. What is different? Shine a 
strong light on the reed to get a dark shadow. Use reading glasses or magnifying glass to look 
closely at the reed.

As you check long reeds, short reeds, thick reeds and thin reeds, you will will need to push the 
reed at different places (somewhere in the middle third of the reed)to find out how it is going 
through the slot. 

What you want to see is most or all of the reed going through the slot at the same time. The 
reed should as close to flat as possible as it begins to go through the slot. It is always better 
to have the reed tip a little high than to have it go through the slot first. 

2 & 3 - This reed is high in the middle (2) and the tip (3) is low. It will not work very well until 
the tip is raised.

Check the end of the reed near the rivet by sliding a thin shim un-
der it (.002”).  If the shim is easy to slide to the end, the reed is 
too high.  

You can push this end down with your thumbnail and work the reed 
lifter against the thumbnail. You can also use the shims to focus 
the pressure near the end of the reed. See the drawings on the 
page “Changing Reed Curves” If the reed is too low, slip a knife 
blade under it to lift it up. Use very little force!

Always remember to flick the reed a few times after you make any 
adjustment before you check the reed. This releases the energy 
and allow the reed to settle into it’s new curvature and offset.



Above and left, curving reed by press-
ing down with reed support tool 
against the curve of a thumbnail. 

Top left:curving reed with reed 
lifter against the thumb. 
You can also work against 
the thumbnail to focus 
the pressure even more.

Right: Pushing with reed  support 
tool in between two thin shims to 
take down a high spot in the middle 
of the reed. 

Bottom Right, curv-
ing reed with shim. 
The thumb holds 
on one side and the 
reed support tool 
is pushing down on 
the tip. 

 

CHANGING REED CURVES

Always test reeds by flicking them sev-
eral times after adjusting!



Ready, Aim, File!
To the left is a very efficient way to use the file for tuning 
reeds. You aim the file at an angle so the file goes between the 
rivets. It is very important to make sure that you aim the 
pressure of the file so you do not catch the tip of the reed 
with the teeth of the file. Aim for a spot just inside of the 
reed tip. 

A slower but less risky 
method is to aim the 
file in the opposite di-
rection so you cannot 
catch the reed tip.  

You can use the paper clip tool to push blow 
reeds through the slot so you can slip the reed 
support tool underneath the reed. Now you can 
file or scrape the reed to raise pitch. 

When you use a file, you may drag some of the brass over the 
edge of the reed where it remains attached. These are called 
burrs, and  the draw scraper can be used to de-burr the edges. 
Keep the reed above the reed plate with a shim or reed lifter & 
run the draw scraper along the edge that you want to de-burr. The 
reed will guide the scraper. . 



Try using the draw scraper on a scrap reed plate - first scrape on the reed plate to 
create wide shiny marks - you should be able to peel off a curl of brass easily when 
you find the right angle. Then practice on scrap reeds. It is easier to drop the 
pitch of the reed without changing the offset of the reed if you stay close to the 
end of the reed near the rivet pad.

You can use the draw Scraper to 
reach inside an assembled har-
monica to lower the pitch of the 
blow reeds. Try scraping toward 
the rivet as well as away from 
the rivet. Work from the out-
side edges of the reed first, 
then the middle.



Additional notes for R. Sleigh Tool kit

Create a reed lifter from a pa-
per clip. Use a pair of needle nose 
pliers to bend a heavy duty paper 
clip to the shape that you see in this 
picture. The last step is to use emery 
cloth, file, or sandpaper to remove  
sharp points at the end of the wire. 

Shim Stock 
The tool kit comes with a few thin strips of shim stock and a small piece that you can 
cut to create new strips. This shim stock is .001" in thickness. You can cut the sheet with a pair 
of sharp scissors. See instructions for how to use shim stock fro curving reeds.

There is another source of shim stock that is higher quality than the shim stock included 
in this tool kit and it is FREE! - Keep an eye out for the "sensormatic" anti-theft tags 
(usually white, about an eighth of an inch thick about an inch long, with bar code) - 
they show up on CDs and many other items  items. Cut them open & you will find one 
really great shim made of tempered steel + another thicker one. They are a little bit of a 
struggle to take apart, but worth it.  

You can use this shim stock to check the offset of a reed near the rivet end by slipping 
the shim stock under the reed as far as it will go. If there is no resistance, then you need 
to push the reed down near the end and re-check. If the shim gets stuck, then you need 
to raise the reed a little by lifting with the reed lifter near the end of the slot. 

ALWAYS - practice new procedures on scrap reed plates until you get a feel for what 
you are doing before trying on your good instruments!!!!!

Using the draw scraper with Special 20 harmonicas.
Special 20 harmonicas and some other plastic body harmonicas have a rib in the cen-
ter of the comb that gets in the way of the draw scraper. You will need to take the har-
monica apart and cut the rib out between comb dividers with a small saw blade ( x-acto 
makes one that is ideal for this purpose) This change will not affect the strength or 
sound of the harmonica. It just makes it possible for the draw scraper to reach inside the 
harmonica when tuning the blow notes.

 



Reed support / reed wrench tools 

The reed lifter with the long narrow end is great for supporting reeds that 
have been pushed through the slot.

The other reed lifter is for supporting reeds that are on the same side of the 
reed plate (draw reeds or blow reeds on a reed plate that has been removed 
from the comb). The middle drawing below shows an earlier version of this 
reed lifter. The other two drawings show the version that you have.

The drawing to the right shows the reed wrench end of 
the reed lifter / reed wrench tools and how it is used to 
center reeds in slots.
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